Enter the FREE Cocoa House quiz...
We hope you enjoy this free to enter quiz. Place your answers after the questions and also locate
and ring words within the letter grid supplied.
To enter the prize draw, please give your full name and email on this form, then hand the form into
the Cocoa House. Your information will be used by the Cocoa House for marketing and by
SouthportReporter.com only if you win. Should you win, your information will be used to contact
you and your name will be published on SouthportReporter.com to confirm you have won.
You will received a voucher for 2 free coffees or 1 pot of tea, that can be obtained at the venue,
between:- 29 May 2018 and 30 June 2018.
The winner will be picked at random from the all those who have answered the most questions
correctly and filled in the word search.
All forms must be given in to:- Cocoa House, 459 Lord St, Southport, PR9 0AQ, by closing on 26 May
2018.
The winner of this quiz will be announced on:- 27 May 2018, on SouthportReporter.com. The judge’s
decision is final. No cash alternative will be offered...

The Questions....
1.

A hangover that led to the discovery of what painkiller, by a Boots UK scientist Dr Stewart
Adams?
------------------------------------------------------------------

2. Which country’s fledgling air force used a type fighter aircraft called the Albatros DV in
1917?
-----------------------------------------------------------------3. What colour was used as part of the name of the fictional spaceship whose full name end’s
with Dwarf? (2 clues... The series started Craig Charles played the character Lister in it. If you see it, you tend
to stop.)

-----------------------------------------------------------------4. What is the nearest planet to Earth? ----------------------------------------------------------------5. The mystery around elusive work ‘Rosebud’ is the focus of a 1941 classic film, but can you
work out the missing word in the film’s title ending Kane?
-------------------------------------6. An abbreviation for a disc operating system that was developed by IBM for personal
computers is?

-----------------------------------------------------------------7. The highest number on a roulette wheel is 36, but what is the lowest number that some
say is technically is not a number, if you restrict the mathematical sense of counting
numbers?
-----------------------------------------------------------------8. Isaac Asimov came up with the 3 laws of what?
-----------------------------------------------9. Bloody Mary uses what sauce as a main ingredient in the cocktail?
-------------------------10. On 20 July 1969 the US landed the first man on the moon in Apollo 11, but what was the
Lunar Module's name that landed in the Sea of Tranquillity?
---------------------------------11. In 1997 how many Oscars did the Titanic movie win?
-----------------------------------------12. What is the missing word... A cartoon character created by Elzie Crisler Segar was Popeye
the ??? man.
-----------------------------------------------------------------13. Quentin Tarantino is the director of a film that has a title that includes a word given to a
storage space for fluids. What is that word?
---------------------------------------------------14. What is the name of the 2001 American comic science fiction film, directed by Ivan
Reitman, which simply ends with a commercial because the product Head and Shoulders
Shampoo has selenium in it?
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